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Generation Y – Digital natives

prefers a multimodal travel-app
70% uses several transport modes for journeys towards

or inside the city, according an APTA report.

(Source video: Tomorrowland

travels more often with public transport
PT is highly rated as connection with other modes

achieves driver’s license at older age
Prefers more cost-efficient solutions , like bike-sharing, 

carpooling, …

loves to be connected
Always connected with their social network, en has 

acces to any kind of information



Is using technology

Is looking for efficiency

Has trust in peer-reviews, not that much in brands

Is ready for a shift!

They will become sharers, or even super-sharers!

A new generation
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Urban

Rural

High ImpactLow Impact

Urban bike-sharing

Last-mile

bike-sharing

One-way 

car-sharing
Station-based car-

sharingnew taxi 

apps

Decentralized

car-sharing

Car-sharing with

municipality fleet

Corporate 

ride-sharing

Monetized 

ride-

sharing



MORE USE after joining cambio

LESS USE

21% 9,8% 19,3% 17,9% -23,6%



Technology-development 

Mobility culture

Political awareness

Political ambition and strategy

Conditions for more shared mobility
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“It’s OK to promote 

car-sharing or 

carpooling, but not 

too much”
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Political barrier: The transportation pyramid



Try to find carpooling in a SUMP
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Example: Transport Strategy for the greater 

Dublin Area 2016 – 2035 (112 pgs).
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How we often promote shared mobility
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How we often promote shared mobility
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How we could promote it also



Shared Mobility action plan Ghent
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“A society where all 

cars are shared: That’s 

the dream of the 

government’s parties “
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Belgian federal resolution on 100% car-

sharing

(Source: www.demorgen.be



www.share-north.eu

Share-North is about 

shared mobility, but also 

about sharing great ideas!

 Toolbox shared mobility
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What about a Shared Mobility action plan in 

your city?

Picture: CarPlus




